Family Chicken Bag

Overview: Experience this action packed brawler where the only limit is how quick you can press the keys. Find balance in an endless struggle as a simple family man trying to find the middle ground between food and foe.

“Family Chicken Bag” is inspired by classic 2D side scrolling games like (blank). With only your fists and feet at the ready, will you be held back by skill or bad animation?
Requirements:
- Keyboard Input
- Animated Sprites
- Title Screen
- View Controls
- Background (Scrolling - Through Quahog)
- Damage Effects / Blood
- Hidden Health Bar, 1-3 Lives (Random)
- Collision / Hit-Detection / Blood

Possible additions:
- Scrolling background
- Peter changes clothes
- Damage effects on Peter and the Chicken
- Background Music
- Peter vs Homer

Usable Frameworks By:
Gordon Griesel: Walk, Walk2, Background